Testimonials.

I have taken several courses at the Academy over the last three years and would thoroughly recommend
the college without hesitation.
The courses are professionally run from start to finish and excellent value for money as everything that
you need to complete the course is included in the initial price.
The tutors, college principle Kathleen Pitt and assistant principle Joan Innes, have a wealth of
experience and expertise between them and the ability to pass on their considerable knowledge in a way
that makes the whole process a thoroughly interesting and enjoyable experience.

They are always available to offer help and advice and I have received immense support and
encouragement throughout, along with their patience and understanding whenever the studying and
coursework proved to be a bit of a challenge! "

Wendy Laws MAR
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I commenced my reflexology diploma at the Academy School of Reflexology and Holistic Massage in
September 2007, taking and passing my finals in June 2008.

I found the whole experience extremely rewarding and positive. The teaching staff were very helpful
and encouraging, doing their utmost to help us achieve our end goal.

The lessons were informative and well planned covering the course syllabus effectively. They were
made all the more interesting with the staff’s anecdotal examples!

My group were helped and encouraged with all our course work and given appropriate and valuable
feedback. The revision programme was well planned and met all our needs and most definitely helped
us pass our finals.

If someone was thinking of completing their reflexology diploma I would most definitely suggest they
consider The Academy School of Reflexology and Holistic Massage. The course is excellent and the
tutors caring and supportive.

Alisha Tout MAR
Feet and Hands
www.feetandhands.info
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I am one of many students who has successfully completed courses at The Academy with
Kathy Pitt and Joan Innes and consider myself to be very fortunate that I found such caring,
experienced and professional tutors who gave their utmost support throughout all my courses and
afterwards too.

Apart from the Academy being a great location to study, the courses fitted in with my busy
lifestyle at that time and once I had taken one course I continued to take others.

After having qualified in reflexology and holistic body massage I took further courses in
Indian Head Massage, Hopi Ear Candling and Thai foot massage which together with the Reiki I
already had, gives me a full range of qualified therapies to offer to my clients. Together with
their continuing support I feel that The Academy has a lot to offer and I can thoroughly
recommend it to anyone considering studying any of their courses.

Valerie Holt MAR
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